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ABSTRACT 

It has been a debatable topic since many years about the exclusivity of broadcasting rights. 

If the broadcaster gets full exclusive rights, then he will surely exploit the market conditions 

because the licensing and ownership act as a legal obstacle in the competition of market. 

They interfere in the market without complying the due process of the required law. On the 

other hand, United States of America is not a party to “Rome Convention” and the 

“TRIPS” and it also opposes the WIPO treaty which is being proposed. Indian copyright 

promises countless positive rights to broadcasters, which the United States of America 

system is completely deficient. 

Keywords: broadcasting rights, copyright, signal-based, judiciary, Section31D 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Present day society depends intensely on the generation, dispersal and assimilation of gigantic 

amounts of information. This has been made conceivable with the coming of the radio, TV, 

PCs what's more, Internet. Radio, which was the most punctual of these innovations, 

guaranteed that data achieved the most remote corners of the world in close constant. Steadily, 

after some time, media communications, mixed media what's more, communicating 

informatics expected huge significance in the present current society. 

Indeed, in the Indian setting this acquires money since India is the world's third-biggest 

broadcasting market.2 In this way, to guarantee that such a solid medium of data spread is not 

abused, a solid and fair-minded administrative structure is essential. This offers ascend to the 

inquiry – is selectiveness of broadcasting rights legitimized? Adversaries of this stand say 

selective telecom rights blesses the makers/makers with rights allowing them to exclusively 

abuse the item and that is against aggressive (Tarun Jain: 2008). They additionally assert that 

 
1 Author is a Research Scholar at Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gorakhpur University, Gorakhpur, India 
2“Girish Kumar R, Relfii Paul, “Rights of Broadcasting Organizations: Do We Need Legal Reform? Indian 

Journal of Intellectual Property Law, No.5, 2009, p.7.” 
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this demonstrations against advertise forces. Whereas the supporters of 'eliteness' guarantee 

that it promotes expressions and culture by giving telecasters their due. In light of this debate, 

this work attempts to take a gander at the inadequacies in copyright law which treats 

broadcasting rights at standard with unique sensational/scholarly works. It is outstanding that 

copyright law goes for empowering profitability and imagination. In any case, no such 

efficiency or imagination involves during the time spent telecom (Andy Oram:2006). So, at 

that point, for what reason should broadcasting organizations be given elite rights to re-transmit 

communicates? It not just challenges the rationale behind the law overseeing copyrights yet in 

addition goes about as a hindrance to the free stream of data in the public arena. This work 

investigations the communicate generation rights gave on communicating associations as per 

Section 37, which was adjusted by the Amendment of 1994 to the Act of 1957, which includes 

an additional boundary to the re-utilization of communicate material (Andy Oram: 2006). 

The term Broadcasting is in itself a more extensive term. It is the most fundamental piece of 

running correspondence over the billions of Indian Crowd. With the development of innovation 

and science, the appearance of media communications, broadcasting and sight and sound began 

to develop and step by step began to achieve the Zenith of the general population on the loose.. 

The Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1994 hasn't said or characterized Broadcasting Rights 

anyplace in the Act yet it beyond any doubt defined 'Communicate' and 'Correspondence to the 

Public' in sheer sense.3 

The “exclusive rights-based approach” in Indian law are being condemned and it (2012 

amendment). While examining about Broadcasting Rights, it is similarly imperative to 

comprehend what are these rights and how did these heaps of rights appear. Very the clearest 

sense 'Broadcasting Rights' are those rights which have been appropriately given to 

Broadcasting Associations, for example, the Television, Radio or other broadcasting programs 

known as 'Privileges of Broadcasting Organizations'. Segment 37 of the Act essentially gives 

each broadcasting association with such rights in regard to their communicates.4 

Copyright and neighbouring rights (related rights) are one of the major areas for debate in the 

contemporary world. The concept of 'broadcasting reproduction right', is comparatively new to 

the traditional copyright notion. In the landmark judgment of Secretary, Ministry of 

Information & Broadcasting v. Cricket Association of Bengal5 (1995) 2 SCC 161 the Supreme 

Court has considerably widened the scope and extent of the right to freedom of speech and 

 
3 Vikram Raghavan, Communications Law in India : Legal Aspects of Telecom, Broadcasting and Cable Services. 
4 “Development In Indian IP Law: The Copyright (Amendment) Act 2012 - Intellectual Property Watch.” 
5 “The Secretary, Ministry Of ... vs Cricket Association Of Bengal & ... on 9 February, 1995.” 
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expression and held that the government has no monopoly on electronic media and that under 

article 19(1)(a) a citizen had the right to telecast and broadcast to the viewers through electronic 

media. 

II. BROADCAST RIGHTS & RELATED PROVISIONS OF COPYRIGHT ACT, 1957: A 

CRITICAL EVALUATION. 
Inside the ambit of copyright, broadcasting associations are given a few exceptional monetary 

rights for the security of their venture. Not at all like copyright, the broadcaster's rights are not 

founded on an imaginative commitment to the work. They are somewhat in view of the security 

of the broadcaster's venture, what's more, are acquired basically by communicating the work 

to people in general. In spite of the fact that the broadcast itself is dealt with at standard with a 

unique work equipped for copyright assurance, the copyright in the work or the accessible 

substance in broadcast is unaffected by the broadcast generation right.6 

To whom right is available? 

Overall a maker of the primary work has the benefit to pass on the work to the general 

population. This benefit to correspondence in like manner consolidates the suitable to grant 

through a broadcast.7In this manner, the broadcasting association can secure access from the 

creator and change over the work into a signal and afterward can broadcast. In the event that 

the case is this, at that point the broadcasting associations won't have benefit communicated, 

having been a privilege of the creator.8 

Satellite Broadcasting 

Preceding the approach of satellite telecom, broadcasting was essentially the transmission 

through the ether by remote methods for electromagnet signals. The improvement was that 

rather than the electromagnetic signal emmited by the first communicate voyaging specifically 

with no man made mediating help from the first transmitter to the collector, the transmitted 

signal were gotten first by a satellite set in geo stationery circle.9 This implies both radio and 

TV programs starting in, and transmitted from, one nation, are receivable in numerous different 

nations without a doubt a portion of the impressions of these satellites may cover as much as 

33% of the world's surface. 

 
6 L. Garzaniti and M. O’Regan, Telecommunications Broadcasting and the Internet EU Competition Law and 

Regulation. 
7 “Indian Copyright Act,1957 S.14” 
8 Vikram Raghavan, Communications Law in India : Legal Aspects of Telecom, Broadcasting and Cable Services. 
9 “Development In Indian IP Law: The Copyright (Amendment) Act 2012 - Intellectual Property Watch.” 
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Types of Satellite Broadcasting 

1. Broadcasting via Point to point Satellites- 

It is otherwise called "fixed service satellites( FSS)", are utilized for communication widely 

mainland correspondence between one emanating point and at least one accepting focuses. The 

point to point transmissions are for the most part planned for gathering by chose link station 

administrators, lodgings and different spots of numerous inhabitance who have contracts with 

the organization which is transmitting by means of the satellite.10 

2. Direct Broadcasting by Satellites: 

DBS transmit motions on much lower frequencies. Their signal are all the more powerful and 

receivable by individuals from general society in their homes after an adjustment of their 

accepting sets.11  

One more classification these days is of the DTH satellite transmissions. The signal can be 

gotten with a somewhat bigger dish than should be expected for the gathering of DBS signals. 

III. CABLE TELEVISION 
Here the broadcasting signals are transmitted by link to the respective TVs. The pith of digital 

TV is that not the first communicating association, but rather an outsider transmits signals from 

a basic elevated to more than one TV situated in better places, for example, rooms in lodgings 

and houses in a town. The first reason for existing was to offer endorsers of the administration 

preferable gathering over their individual aerials could give, especially in zones of poor 

gathering. 

Ownership of Broadcast and Cable Television Programme 

“The Copyright Act 1957 confers on every broadcasting organization a special right known as 

broadcast reproduction right in respect of its broadcasts.”12Copyright Act does not subsist in 

broadcast and cable programmes. It is because of this reason that special right has been 

conferred on broadcasting organization. 

Duration of Right in Broadcasts and Cable Programmes 

The broadcast reproduction rights subsist until 25 years from the beginning of the calendar year 

next following the year in which the broadcast is made.13 Copyright Act is silent on repeat 

 
10 “Scope of Rights of Broadcasting Organizations | Technological Convergence | Copyright.” 
11 “DBS (Direct Broadcast Satellite)” https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/reports/2008/R4047.pdf. 
12 “Copyright Act 1957, s 37(1)” 
13 “Copyright Act 1957, s 37(2)” 
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broadcast. 

Signal based perspective versus Exclusive rights based perspective: 

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has been working towards the 

advancement of a Treaty on the Protection of Broadcasting Organizations since 1998; around 

three times as long as the Trans-Pacific Partnership transactions have taken up until this point, 

however with far less to appear for it. Some portion of the explanation behind the deferral has 

been an essential absence of clearness about what the entire exercise is in reality about.14 

The regularly expressed inspiration for the arrangement is to add to supporters' legitimate 

arsenal to battle the robbery of communicate signals. Despite the fact that they would already 

be able to bring a claim for encroachment of the copyright content being communicated (which 

is the way Internet TV gushing supplier Aereo was cut as the year progressed), they bring up 

that some communicate signals, for example, sports scope, may not draw in copyright security.  

For the greater part of the time that we've been covering this issue, we haven't contradicted a 

restricted arrangement that would address this particular issue of the theft of conventional 

communicate signals. Yet, supporters need more. The most recent draft of the bargain 

additionally endeavors to control post-obsession employments of communicate signals—at the 

end of the day, to furnish telecasters with rights to control employments of substance that has 

been recorded from a communicated.15 

The draft likewise incorporates troubling securities that would disallow DRM on 

communicates from being evaded, which could ban the utilization of open source video 

programming, for example, VLC and MythTV to watch or time-move TVs communicates, and 

would confine future mechanical development. These arrangements would successfully 

invalidate the impact of any special cases and constraints to the exclusive of telecasters that the 

bargain may wind up receiving.16 

In spite of the fact that the present condition of transactions would just give rights to 

"conventional" telecasters (and, presumably, cable casters), numerous designations, including 

most vociferously Europe, contend that it should reach out to non-customary exercises of those 

supporters, for example, Internet simulcasting and even online get up to speed TV 

administrations. We stress that this will smother imaginative reuses of these administrations, 

 
14 “Protection of Broadcasting Organizations: Background Brief” www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/briefs/broadcastin 

g.html 
15 Sharma, “India and the WIPO Broadcasters Treaty: Past position and future” 
16 “The Proposed WIPO Treaty for the Protection of the Rights of Broadcasting, Cablecasting and Webcasting 

Organizations.” 
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for example, benefits that may repackage Internet streams in various arrangements, or make 

reasonable utilize chronicles.17 

An accord was come to at the 2007 WIPO General Assembly where the part states consented 

to draft another bargain in light of a "signal-based approach".  

In spite of this agreement, pundits have contended that no target explanation behind the BT has 

been built up. Be that as it may, as demonstrated underneath the vast openings in existing 

worldwide and national structures solidly builds up the raison d'etre for the BT. Under the 

Rome Convention, supporters have elite rights for a long time to approve rebroadcasting, 

"obsession" (recording), proliferation and correspondence to general society of their 

communicates. Most supporters need the new bargain to expand and refresh those rights for 

the new advancements, particularly to counteract unapproved retransmission of their projects 

over the Internet. Albeit a few nations (counting the 27-part European Union) have significant 

household enactment, this does not give any insurance from outside robbery. In a significant 

part of the world it is consummately lawful to retransmit a communicate over the Internet 

without consent.18 

Common society pundits and various governments contend that telecasters don't require solid 

close copyright security for their communicates notwithstanding assurance from flag burglary. 

They bring up that a large portion of WIPO's enrollment have not joined the Rome Convention. 

Giving telecasters a scope of elite rights would, say the pundits, upset access to copyrighted 

material by expecting authorization to utilize it not just from the copyright proprietor, (for 

example, the maker of a TV show or narrative) yet from the supporter.19 This could likewise 

decrease the exclusive of copyright proprietors by giving supporters the ability to decide the 

conditions (and correct an authorizing charge) under which a work could be utilized. By a 

similar token, there are worries that giving telecasters selective rights over their communicates 

could "privatize" material in people in general space, for example, films that are out of 

copyright or brandishing or news occasions that are not subject to copyright (since they are not 

inventive works).  

A related yet particular issue concerns the buy of select rights to communicate wearing and 

different occasions, which is outside the extent of the proposed arrangement however 

influences how its arrangements may function by and by. This is on account of rights over the 

 
17 Copyright Protection in the Cable Television Industry: Satellite Retransmission and the Passive Carrier 

Exemption  Niels B. Schaumann. 
18 “WIPO Negotiations Threaten Exclusive ‘Signal-Based’ Protection In Broadcasting - Intellectual Property 

Watch.” 
19 “Signal-Based Or Nothing, Some Say At US Broadcasting Treaty Roundtable.” 
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communicate for this situation may likewise confine access to the fundamental substance if no 

other source is accessible. In various nations, including the European Union, India and 

Australia, certain occasions (for instance, the Football Association Cup Final and the 

Wimbledon Tennis Final in the UK) are esteemed of adequate national significance to ensure 

scope by allowed to-air telecasters.20 

IV. JUDICIARY VIS-À-VIS BROADCASTING REPRODUCTION RIGHTS 
Judiciary in India has had few events to address issues encompassing the privileges of 

broadcasting associations. In any case, the few cases tended to by different high courts and the 

Supreme Court have settled many inquiries with respect to broadcasting associations' rights. 

“Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd. v. Gajendra Singh” 

In the landmark case of Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd. v. Gajendra Singh21  the suit was 

filed for petition for an injunction order controlling the litigants from infringing the plaintiff's 

copyright in the literary work and cinematograph film typified the TV amusement demonstrate 

'Titan Antakshari' being communicated on its TV station 'Zee' since September, 1993. The 

offended party likewise looked for a request limiting the litigant No. 3 , Star (India) Limited 

from making and broadcasting the TV amusement demonstrate 'Antakshari - The Great 

Challenge' and,” or utilizing the substance and, or introduction and, or the word Antakshari' in 

connection to any TV amusement demonstrate in order to go off such show as being a TV 

diversion indicate related with or approved by, or having any association with the offended 

party's amusement indicate 'Titan Antakshari'. The offended party. Zee Entertainment 

Enterprises Ltd, is one of India's biggest entertainment organizations with its operations spread 

over a several nations on the planet.  In 1994 Ithad employed respondent No, I, under an 

agreement of administration as an 'consultant' and later as a program chief. Over the span of 

his work with the offended party, the respondent No. 1 in interview with other senior workers 

and the offended party's modifying group started the arrangement of a TV diversion indicate 

titled 'Antakshari' and lessened the same to writing in the takeoff from the conventional 

Antakshari entertainment; the idea note was an literary work inside the significance of the 

Copyright Act, 1957 and the offended party had and has the selective appropriate to repeat the 

same and to issue duplicates of the attempts to people in general. The offended party's program 

was broadcasting on Fridays and Saturdays of consistently for thirty minutes. The Limca Book 

of Records expresses that the offended party's amusement demonstrate holds a record of being 

 
20 “Signal-Based Or Nothing, Some Say At US Broadcasting Treaty Roundtable.” 
212008 (36) PTC 53 (Bom), 
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the longest consistent show of Indian TV, holding the longest support arrangement of ten years 

between the offended party and Hindustan Lever Limited, the biggest time of course by a sole 

Executive, in particular, the respondent No. 1 and for being the main week after week 

demonstrate facilitated consistently by a single host, one Annu Kapoor. 

“ESPN Stars Sports v. Global Broadcast News Ltd.:” 

The whole question in ESPN Stars Sports v. Global Broadcast News Ltd.22 relies on the 

offended party's charge about its exclusive broadcast reproduction rights. The offended party, 

ESPN Star Sports which is occupied with the creation what's more, the broadcasting of games 

channels, looked for lasting directive against the respondents (different broadcaster’s running 

a few news channels including 'CNN-IBN', 'NDTV 24x7' and so on to limit them from using 

the recording of the offended party, in the matches played, and to be played amid the India-

Australia test matches, 20-20 series and the tri-series, one day internationals including Sri 

Lanka, India and Australia, without acquiring its earlier authorization and infringing upon the 

offended party's terms and conditions and from using the recording from the TV for any TV 

program, aside from routinely booked news notice, in overabundance of 30 seconds for every 

release and a aggregate of two minutes for each day and from conveying any ads some time 

recently, amid and after such film. A temporary order to the same impact was additionally 

looked for. Subsequently, no other individual or entity can broadcast those cricket coordinates 

in India without permit from the offended party or its sole and elite wholesaler ESPN Software 

India Private Limited. The offended party guaranteed that the litigants were unauthorizedly 

broadcasting the signs of matches, which was conflicting with their essential commitment of 

being news based channels(s), and they have supposedly utilized, without expert, generous bits 

of the offended party's recording of its Star Cricket channel, which had broadcast the test 

coordinates solely, from December 26, 2007 to January 28, 2008. It was likewise affirmed that 

the litigants utilized the recording for making programs which they economically abused. To 

put it plainly, the whole case depended on the offended party's affirmation about its exclusive 

broadcast reproduction rights. 

According to the Plaintiff, “broadcast reproduction rights are an exceptional class of rights, 

perceived under Part VIII of the Copyright Act. As section 37(3) gives, in provisos (a) to (e) 

acts considered to be encroachment of broadcast reproduction rights the unapproved broadcast 

of film having a place with the offended party, by the respondents, added up to re-broadcast 

under section 37(3) (a) and furthermore reproduction of the occasion under section 37(3)(d). 

 
222008 (36) PTC 492 (Del). 
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The main exception perceived under Chapter VIII of the Act was the use, consistent with fair 

dealing, excerpts of a program, in the broadcast of current event or bona fide audit for educating 

and research, encapsulated in section 39(b). It was presented that the utilization of film for 

quite a long time at an end totaling to between 10 to 16 hours in a traverse of 3-4 days, as 

reveled by the litigants, can never be considered as reasonable managing and was in any 

occasion not real.  

Two cases, PrasarBharti v. Sahara T.V. System Pvt.23 where the Court had endorsed the seven 

minute cap in 24 hours for presentation of film and furthermore coordinated that utilization of 

such time should be just to give cricket news with no business programs, ads amid and after 

the cricket news and Hubbard and Anr. v. Vosper24 which held that if extract or footage are 

utilized as – a reason for input, feedback or audit, that might be a fair dealing,” while on the 

off chance that they are utilized to pass on an indistinguishable data from the copyright owners 

right, for an opponent reason, that might be uncalled for, were depended upon in help of their 

contentions. 

It was argued that the litigants lead was not consistent with fair dealing; it was not bonafide. 

The respondents, then again, asked that there is no inclusive standard in such manner; each 

case has to be judged on its benefits. It was moreover asked for them that the offended party's 

claim for alleviation added up to looking for a directive inadequate of supervision, which the 

court should halt from granting. 

The Secretary, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting v Cricket Association of Bengal 

(CAB)25 

• Basic Introduction 

The case is identified with the telecom and broadcasting rights in setting of Air waves and 

frequencies. Since there was no certainty on Right to wireless transmissions spilling out of 

19(1) (a) the accompanying case was held. 

• Facts 

Our constitution ensured in Art 19(1)(a) of the Constitution i.e Freedom of Right. Getting data 

can be said a sort of it which additionally includes accepting through broadcasting. Subject to 

constraints wireless transmissions which are associated with this is controlled by open expert, 

this limitation falls under 19(2).  

 
23 006 (32) PTC 235. 
24[1972} 1 All ER 1023. 
25 (1995) 2 SCC 161 
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As Cricket being a wellspring of excitement the privilege to the right to speak freely and 

articulation additionally comes extremely close to 19(1). Board of Control of Cricket in India 

and Cricket Association of Bengal have the privilege to compose cricket coordinates in India 

with or without outside groups. The Petitioners guaranteed the privilege to broadcast these 

matches through outside organizations, they asserted it was a correct spilling out of 19(1) (an) 

and the experts should concede such permit.  

Respondent's battled that wireless transmissions are open property and can't be utilized for 

one's own particular decision and delight. 19(1) (a) does exclude the wireless transmissions 

right and is an open property. It can't be allowed as requested by the petitioner's.  

In the event that such right should be allowed it might bridle weakness and unsteadiness for 

the Nation.  

• Issues 

1. Whether organizer have a privilege to broadcast through a remote office?  

2. Do the wireless transmissions or frequencies go under open area or open property?  

3. Does broadcasting of open property falls under 19(1) (a)?  

• Judgment 

The Writ Petition and the interest and the applications were finally disposed of. 

There is no crucial contrast changeless TV station and a transitory one, nor there is distinction 

between Right to set up and work private broadcasting stations.  

In the event that the correct which is asserted by the applicants is to be authorized then every 

last resident might guarantee a similar which should prompt cataclysmic situation for the 

security of the country.  

What the candidates are asserting only an unhindered directly through permitting which can't 

be conceded.  

For this situation the applicants have sold their broadcasting right to a remote office i.e. they 

have separated away with the right. In this manner the privilege to broadcast the matches is 

looked for by the outside organization and not the Petitioner. Subsequently 19(1) (an) isn't 

Violated. The Central Government should find a way to direct open expert concerning Air 

waves. 
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Mandatory Signal Sharing – Towards Corporatization? 

The Delhi high court recently held (BCCI v Prasar Bharati Broadcasting26) that “PrasarBharti 

can air the feed it gets from private sports broadcasters only on its terrestrial network. This 

benefits companies such as Star India Pvt. Ltd. The Court ruled that PrasarBharti cannot share 

the signal on Doordarshan channels that have to be compulsorily carried by cable and DTH 

operators. 

V. INTERNET BROADCASTING 
With online platforms dominating content distribution around the world, the scope of security 

afforded to these platforms has become critical. Only the views of different lawyers and 

academics split this discussion. 

Following the Ministry's clarification statement on Internet Broadcasting and Section 31D, it 

became necessary to determine the validity of the clarification and, as a result, determine 

whether internet broadcasting organizations are protected by Section 31D. In the case of Tips 

Industries Ltd. vs. Wynk Music Ltd & Anr27, the Hon'ble Bombay High Court made a 

landmark decision in this regard. 

Musicophiles have switched to new and latest musical platforms such as Wynk Music, Amazon 

Prime Music, Gaana, and others as internet access and use has increased, particularly after the 

telecom disruption caused by Reliance Industries' Jio. The legislatures were well aware of the 

most recent technical advances and, as a result, amended the Copyright Act of 1957 (hereinafter 

referred to as the "Copyright Act"). One of the amendments was addition of Section 31D, and 

that was the main issue of dispute in case of Tips Industries Ltd v. Wynk Music Ltd and Anr. 28 

The ambiguity surrounding the applicability of Statutory Licensing to online broadcasting / 

streaming organizations has been resolved by this judgement by Justice S. J. Kathawalla of the 

Bombay High Court. 

The court's ruling that Section 31-D does not extend to internet broadcasters has a major effect 

on a number of other online music services. It not only offers copyright owners an advantage 

in future broadcasting negotiations, but it also makes all other deals vulnerable to similar 

breaches. This decision of the Hon'ble High Court is of prime importance and a salvation to 

the copyright owners. 

***** 

 
26 2015 SCC OnLine Del 7046 
27 Notice of Motion (L) No. 197 of 2018 IN Commercial Suit IP (L) No. 114 of 2018 
28Ibid 
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